
 
 

 

New FlavorPrint Personalized Recipe Recommendations 
 

 
Never wonder “What’s for dinner?” again! FlavorPrint recipe 
recommendations make it easy to put the right meal on the 
table.  
 
What if you knew you’d like a dish before you even tasted it? 
FlavorPrint recommendations, created by McCormick®, do just 
that by suggesting recipes tailored to your individual profile – 
and revolutionizing how you plan, shop, cook and eat. 
Because flavor is at the heart of every meal, FlavorPrint 
recommendations are powered by the flavors you love. Your 
personal FlavorPrint profile considers foods you might be 
trying to avoid, specific dietary preferences, how you like to 
cook and ingredients you typically have in your cabinets. 

 
HOW IT WORKS 
Powered by McCormick – a global leader in flavor for 125 years – your FlavorPrint profile is 
based on the notion that each person has a unique flavor “fingerprint,” which is conveyed 
through a distinct visual mark that includes 33 “spikes” to represent how you feel about different 
flavors. The bigger the spike, the more prominent the flavor. The FlavorPrint service compares 
your FlavorPrint mark with thousands of ingredients, recipes and products – each with its own 
FlavorPrint mark – and suggests the best matches.  
 
GET STARTED AT WWW.MCCORMICK.COM/FLAVORPRINT 

 Create your unique FlavorPrint profile in less than two minutes by answering a few 
questions about flavor preferences,  

 Once you’ve answered the questions, your FlavorPrint mark will be compared with 
thousands of ingredients, recipes and products – each with their own FlavorPrint – to offer 
recommendations suited to your unique preferences. 

 Every time you visit McCormick.com, your experience will be personalized – and you’ll 
always be able to see your compatibility to a recipe or product.  

 Like expert online services that offer personalized music and media recommendations, 
the more you share through recipe interactions or refining your profile, like cooking styles 
and ingredients and equipment you typically have on hand, the smarter your 
recommendations become – so you can look less and cook more. 


